The Office of Stewardship and Development has prepared three stewardship themes that will help to frame and enhance your parish stewardship message this fall.

The themes below were crafted with stewardship best practices in mind and focuses on all types of stewardship: time, talent, and treasure.

An example timeline:
October 9th: Publish theme "Intro" graphic
October 16th: Publish "Week #1" graphic for time/spirit & drop letters
October 23rd: Publish "Week 2" graphic for talent/service
October 30th: Publish "Week 3" graphic for treasure/gifts
*This is the weekend you would collect commitment cards
November 6th: Publish theme "Thank You" graphic

Theme #1
Living Discipleship through Spirit, Gifts, and Service

Theme #2
Answering the Call to Generosity through
Time, Talent, and Treasure

Theme #3
Faith in Action through Time, Talent, and Treasure